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SAP Work Zone in a Nutshell
Why is SAP Work Zone Important:
Many people’s work lives are highly digital -- but the experience is often disjointed and cumbersome.
Most employees are constantly tabbing from one incompatible application to another, and then a few
more. Applications are usually in silos, only connected manually by leveraging copy and paste.
As we acquired and developed more applications, SAP saw these issues crop up in our own shop.
SAP created Work Zone to revolutionize this friction-laden experience, enabling excellent communication
and outstanding productivity for knowledge workers, while saving hours each week.
What is SAP Work Zone:
SAP Work Zone is a new modular platform
that streamlines the user experience,
dramatically enhancing productivity of
employees and partners who use your
various systems.
Key features include:
1. Harmonized access to business applications and third-party content.
2. Brilliant collaboration and employee engagement features.
3. Advanced content creation capabilities that are simple for everyone to use.
4. Users can easily personalize their own digital workspace to create their own custom fit.
5. Secure access that leverages single-sign-on capabilities, enabling a single entry point to all
business processes and applications.
SAP Work Zone Benefits:
●

SAP Work Zone streamlines experiences across platforms and applications across your
entire organization, integrating with business processes.

●

It enhances productivity with customization and personalization presenting information and
workflows that the user cares about to help them get work done efficiently.

●

Work Zone saves people time when they look to discover, find, and access information.

●

Optimizes employee onboarding, cross-boarding, and offboarding.

●

Fosters a culture of continuous learning.

●

SAP Work Zone empowers remote workforces flexibly and securely.

●

Work Zone can save a company of 10,000 knowledge workers more than $2M every year.*
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* ROI is dependent on specific business scenarios at each customer.

